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Question is: how to support the other
antivirus such as Avira can detect this
virus? A: It is a persistent downloader,

which means it remains on your
computer and often attempts to use it
in further attempts to get your PC to
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download more malicious software.
This is usually done by downloading it

and then creating a "shortcut" to
make it easy to download and run

whenever it is needed. While
downloading, it's scanning and

reporting to the infamous Telemetry
service. To "kill it", you can access the

control panel and disable that by
going to "Program and features" then
"View" then "Turn Windows features
on or off". Uncheck anything called
something like "Telemetry" You can
then delete the file at a later date by
going to Control Panel -> Program ->

Uninstall a program. I think the
Windows 8.1 has something called
"Win32 Subset" which will make

Win10 or any other BitLocker aware
versions work on it. You should be
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able to disable that as well but as long
as you don't plug it in to anything new
I don't think that'll make a difference.
You can also go to the C:\Windows\Sys
tem32\MountVol\DelayLoad\ directory
and see if there is a unique identifier
in there like "437b2536-ab3f-11e4-8a
73-b715d30b5199" if there is then you

can rename that file to one like
"google.com" and prevent the

downloader from having a name when
it's being used. You'll need to go

through all of this manually as it's
something that's going to be a

nightmare for you. It's a little like
trying to clean up after a child. LOL If

you don't have time to do this yourself
you can pay someone to do it for you

and then keep your machine safe from
them ever again. I usually hate to do
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this as it leaves a lot of work and any
job I do I like to do myself rather than
pay someone else to do it for me. And
no, there's no way to fully clean this

from your computer. It's beyond what
the OS can do at this point. The only
thing you can do is remove the file

and then delete the folder that it's in,
then the registry key that it's using if
it was able to do that. Hopefully that'll

get rid of the virus it's 6d1f23a050
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